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SUMMER
ENROLLMENT
INCREASES IN

2002

Desiree Hunter

Staff Writer

The Brush Dancers.
demonstrate ti^e , •
tether Dance during
year's Native
American Day

Cal State student Renee Bailey
took a full load of classes during
Karla Buchanan/Chronicle
the siwing quarter and decided to
^ The Social and Behavioral Sciences Bulding overtakes the CSUSB skyline.
go back for more during the sum
mer.
The senior Communications
Jason Kauftin
major carried 14 units during her
Staff Witer
vacation - a small price to pay for
The opening of the fall Quarter
getting her degree faster, she said.
has brought a lot of new things to
'It's accelerated," Bailey said.
the campus of Cal State. New Fa
"If you want to go in there and do
cilities are now available like the
your work without wasting a lot of
recently built Social and Behavior
time, summer school is really
jes building and the expm——
;
III
Apparently more students are
These Campus improvement^
imuing that out and opting to spend
been brought on because of the
at least a portion of their summer
recent growth of the student body.
vacations in class.
"The enrollment growth has been
This summer 5,11! students at
4%-5% per year since 1990," saidtended summer school at Cal State,
David Demaro, Vice President of
up from the 4,275 who attended in
Construction. Since the early 90's
summer in 2001. There were 2,693
Cal State has been building new fa
full time equivalent students sum
cilities like the student workout
mer 2002 compared, to 1,997, in
center to accommodate the rapid
summer 2001.
rush of incoming freshmen and
It's a significant increase, said
transfer students. The addition of
Dr. Ross Moran, Cal State's direc
the University Apartments is a di
tor of institutional research.
rect result of that growth. Now
Several factors can be attributed
more students can have the oppor
to the increase, including the Inland
tunity to live on campus closer to
Empire's rapid growth and stu
dents' desire to get through school

-Construction
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Students initiate the new Social and Behavioral Sciences Building

^'21" New artists come to
Robert V. FuUerton
Museum

PAGE 14
\4en's Soccer headed in
the right direction

Christy Lochie
Staff Writer
To win, any T-ball Tike will tell
you, you've got to be a team player.
After all, even an aspiring Cal
Ripkin, had to leam the, "play well
with others and not run with
scissors," lesson. But who teaches
those lessons? Coaches, of course.
Some might say Sid Robinson,
CSUSB's public affairs director, is
such a coach. With an athletic
build, cropped hair and California
tan, Robinson, 43, looks the part.
And with two active boys, aged 9
and 13, he admits to working the
little league coaching circuit since
his oldest took his first T-ball sNving.
Just a few weeks into his post.

Robinson's desk looks as if
someone took a swing at it. But
amid the stacks of paper pulp, a pet
rock keeps watch. It is painted into
a Dodger uniform and wields a
makeshift
bat..
Two
commemorative Dodger tickets,
entombed in acrylic, keep the rock
company. Baseball is clearly more
than a pastime for Robinson, who
grew up in Claremont and resides
with his wife in Upland.
Before coming to the university,
Robinson worked for the Los
Angeles Dodgers and called the
California Angeles a client as well.
He's also worked with the Fairplex
in Pomona.
After spending 18 years in
coiporale and agency public affairs.

-Summer continued on
page 15

why would Robinson look to a
university post? Unlike working in
a corporate setting, in which you
might handle multiple clients but
not become as directly involved,
this post offers more challenges, he
said. "I've always had an interest
in education," Robinson said.
And with the campus expected
to topple 25,000 by the decade's
end, Robinson says he also sees
community growth potential. That
community includes both the
nation-wide academic community,
as well as the community
Sid Robinson
throughout the Inland Empire. "At explains, just hit a high with the
the end of the day, I hope to gain university's new Inland California
exposure for the university,"
Robinson said.
That exposure, Robinson

-Robinson continued on
page 15
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CSUSB/KCSM Station to begin broadcasting soon
Audrey Burrows

Staff Writer

Station Director and Station Manager Cindy Pringle shows off the
plans for the new broadcasting building

CSUSB and KCSB TV are
headed for a bright future together.
Cindy Pringle, the Executive
Director and Station Manager
announced the launch date for the
joint station to be winter of 2003.
Two federal appropriations,
amounting to nearly $18 million,
are funding state-of-the-art
operations and personnel both for
distance learning as well as the
cable network.
Continuing supporters of the
station are the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians and Verizon, who
are the first major underwriting
sponsors of the cable television

network. Each has made a range reaches 13 local cities, from
$100,000 investment towards Montclair to Yucaipa, totalling
KCSB TV3 and the Inland around 500,000 viewers, Pringle
California Television Network predicts by the time the launch date
(ICTN). Part of San Manuel's arrives, the station will be reaching,,^-;
sponsorship will go toward over a million viewers, largely due
developing educational programs to the new equipment. While the
designed to preserve Native broadcasting range currently the
American heritage. Verizon's Inland Empire, there are
support is dedicated to the digital negotiations with Time Wamiertnd
equipment to be used both by the other Los j^gels station in hopes
Network and for the Universities of expansidff. , _
Distance Education Operation. •
Pringle also shared that there
The station has plans to "will be 12 positions available with
purchase the new digital equipment the
new
cable
station:
for 1.2 million dollars. This new anchorpersons, camera operators,
equipment will enhance the stations plus 4 payed student assistants.
ability to work with its sister station
. For more inftjFujation contact
in the Desert, as well as Cindy Pringle Write"~tQ^Ctndy
broadcasting via the Internet.
Pringle @20I-B North ^*E"~5Ifeet
Currently the station broadcast Suit 206, Sanbernardino Ca, 92401.

In Need of Lecfai Advice?

The Buzz

The College Legal Clinic offers
FREE consultation and lawyer referrals to students.
Staff and faculty pay a $15 fee.

Leaderiisip Academy ^

Arts Series will begin its 2Q02-2Q03
season on October 2 at 7:30 pm. in
the Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Concert ticket prices are: general
admission $10,faculty/staff/seniors
$8, and students with ID $4,

The Office of Student Leadership
and Development is currently
for enCTgetic Administra
tors, faculty, and staff to serve as
presenters during the Winter 2003session for the Leadership Acad
Criminal Justice Club
emy. The CSUSB Leadership
There will be a meeting for all stuAc^my helps teach students how
detf^iira1^1h''Criminal Juiito change their thought partejn.-»

uinjugu wuiksiiups, public speak-

nff nnd iPMm
hllPHfifii
information contact Ericka Nunez

aJ: exti^sion 3236.

need to be a CJ major) on

OCto

mfTm

9m

tunities, fild trips, demonstrations
(weapons,
munity relations program.

StudyAVork Abroad Fair
10th Annual Benefits and
CSUSB will be hosting its annual
Fair
on
Fri
StudyAVork Abroad
. Human Resources Expo
day, October 11 from 10:00 am to The 10th Annual Benefits and Hu4:(X) pm in the Upper Commons. • man Expo will take place on OctoThe event is open to die public.
ber2from9:30amto3:(X)pm. The
Expo provides the opportuntiy to
First Wednesday Series
learn more about the Human Re
The First Wednesday Performing sources Program. Additionally,

there will be wellness screenings
avmlable in the following ^eas:
bl(X)d pressure, glucose tolerance;
choTesteral screening, body fat
analysis, vision exams, flu shots
cash only), massage therapy
(noon to 3:00 pm).

Appointments from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Spike and How
6 vs. 6 Halloween Volleyba
nament will beOctober 26 in
the Coj
rena. Sign in
begins at 9:30
am and games
begin at 10:00
am. The last day
to pre-register is
October 24 at
the Temporary
Rec Center. For
more informa
tion cal 88-5235.

Health Check-up
How We Help Women
with Breast Cancer
Nationwide Services
National Cancer Information techniques, and the latest treatment
options. In addition, select content is
Center (1-800-ACS-2345):
Trained cancer information specialists
are available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week to offer the warmth of live
support and answer questions about
cancer, link callers with resources in
their communities, and provide
information on local events.

American Cancer Society WebSite
(www.cancer .org):
This user-friendly Web site includes
an interactive cancer resource center
containing in-depth information on
every major cancer type. The site
answers questions about breast cancer,
risk factors, the latest strategies for
early detection, new diagnostic

Family &
Criminal Law
October 1

available in Spanish.

Cancer Survivors NetworkSM (1877-333-HOPE and via www.cancer
.org):
This "virtual" community provides
connectivity,
anonymity,
and
accessibility for survivors and their
caregivers.
The Cancer Survivors Network's
telephone and online services contain
survivor and caregiver content,
including
radio
talk
show
conversations/interviews, personal
stories, personal Web pages, djscussion
forums, an expressions gallery, and
survivor recommended resources.

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration
Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychology
Masters Degrees
iii Blueation
Master of Arts
in
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Baptist also offers
und^graduate degree
programs in more than
20 areas.

SLme

or email asi-clc(@csLi£±-2±

A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

Caliriila Bili!!!
U N I V E R S I T Y

84 3 2 fdafflolia km ue
fLtvarsldB. C a l i l o m l a 9 2 5 0 4
1.877 228.8877
1.889.343.4248

ir
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Meeting the challenge:

Recreational Sports Deptartment raises the bar
community.
The Department answered with
the concept of a center for students
to work out and zone out from the
stresses of academics, while
keeping the emphasis on exercise
and healthy living.
Recreation Center employee
Brian Short says that the center,
"Has a clean environment where
students want to come and take
time out of their already stressful
schedules."
Recreational Sports Rick Craig
is extremely pleased with the
finished product and looks forward
to the future 32,000-42,000 square
foot two story building that should
be finished in 2005.
Recreation Center supervisor
and Department staff member adds
that the hours of operation are

Bethany Anderson
Asst. News Editor
Coyotes! Are you looking for a
place to wind down and tone up
your muscles while watching free
cable television? If you are, look
no further than the Cal State
Recreation Center.
The center, located in between
the Temporary classrooms and the
Coussoulis Arena, has state of the
art work out equipment, blasting
music, cable television, and is a safe
and clean environment.
Cal State President Karnig
challenged the Recreational Sports
Department to develop an
environment that would make
commuter students become a more
intricate part of the Cal State

".. .convenient for students to come
before class as early as six in the
morning to ten at night."
Recreation Center employee
Romi Asad added that, "Since we
are open late into the night, we
utilize the Cal State escort service
and Campus police to escort
students to the dorms or cars
safely."
The Center is FREE of charge
all day everyday. To become a
member of the Recreational Center,
stop by, and present your Coyote
Card.
The Center's staff will issue the
student a sticker with a list of
services and rules for using the
equipment.
For more information call 909880-5235 or the Center's web site
at www.campusrec.csusb.edu.

Students work out at the Recreation Center. Hours of operation are:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 6am to 10 pm;
Saturday Warn to 3pm; and Sunday 4pm to 10pm.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

CSUSB Police Reports
September 21
• At approximately 12:44 a.m., an
• officer was contacted at the front
• doors of the University Police
• Department by a female subject
• who appeared to be disoriented
^

,^4,"

("Mon-

, check on the female and the
• female was found to have a no
• bail warrant for her ans
jral H^SffF^ility. The
•female was transported to the
• County Behavioral Health
• Facility per the warrant.
• Disposition: Report Taken
•

I At approximately 2;25 a.m., a
• Police Corporal and an officer
• responed to the University
•Apartments Building #4 in:
• reference to the smell of
• marijuana coming from room
•,#4207. The officers and the on
-duty Resident Assistants made
• contact with the residents, who
• were very unicooperative, and
• was unable to locate any use of
• marijuana. The Police Corporal
• while talking to the resident at the
•^-front door, saw in plain view
• bottles of distilled spirit on the
•kitchen counter. The resident
• advised that they had a party that
• got out of control.
:
; •
The Pol ice ©orporal then
•explained to the residents the
• University Policy against
J drinking and drugs being used
• inside the apartments. The
J resident advised that they were
• aware of the drinking policy,
• being that this were their second
• years staying on campus. The
•residents-were advised that a
• report will be written and send to
•the Campus Judicial Affairs
• Officer.
• Disposition: Report Taken
J At ^proximately 10:19 p.m., a

Police Corproal and an officer
responed to the Upper Commons
involving a physical fight involving
two subjects. The Upp«-Commons,
was having a Quinceanera for a
female iSth birthday party,
involving alcolwHc beverages. The

officer responded to University
Apartment Building #3 regarding
a vehicle burglary report.
Disposition: Report taken

Dispoj/rion: Report taken and
forwarded to the Judicial Affairs
Office.
At approximately 2:34 a.m., the
University Police Department
mteived a call from San Bem^d^

At approximately 2:54 p.mv, a
Police sergeant stopped,a vehicle
inside Devil's Canyon for a vehicle Community Hospital stating that
otficers arrived on scene and
noticed approximately 50 peoplew
driven was they-have^a suuJeat of OuriB'tfiStT
outside
the found to hav;^^
g!^V«
iver^wl
commons and approxiiM®
tc^icer to the hospital to investigate
peopi# inside the commons. The the county jail ifer
officers observed a large fight in Disposition: Arrest
the assault. The officer contacted
progress. The Police Corporal
the male-Student at the hospital and
At approximately 1"37, p.m., an saw that the student had a swollen
requested assistance from the San
Bernardino Police Department and officer was dispatched to the jaw and bleeding from the mouth.
'San Bernardino School Police. The Coyote Cafe to investigate a The student was very intoxicated
officers with O.C. sprays in hands possible theft involving money. and was uncooperative with the
broke up the fight and a subject was During the investigation, the officer officer and hospital staff. The
arrested for public intoxication. determined that a temp employee hospital refused to treat thestudent.
took money from the cash register. The student would not give any
During the investigation, it was
determined that the arrested person Investigation continuing.
information to the officer.
came to the party with friends,
Disposition: Report taken: Investigation revealed that the
started drinking, and decided to forwarded to investigation
student was at a party inside one of
crash the party when the fight broke
the campus' apartments and was
out.
At approximately 8:25 p.m., :an punched in the mouth by another:
officer was flagged down behind student
"At approximately 11:30 p.m., the building #5 regarding a vehicle Disposition: Report taken.
Police Coropral while driving by burglary. The victim advised
the Commons was flaggged down someone broke into her vehicle and At approximately 2:45 p.m. an
in refenence to intoxicated subjects stolen her speakers and amplifier officer responed to the University^
fighting inside the Commons. The while her vehicle was parked in • Police Department regarding an ;
Police Corporal again requested parking lot F,
Vandalism report. The victim told
assistance from the San Bernardino Disposition: Rqjort taken
the officer that someone sratched
P.D. and School Police. The
the paint on his vehicle while his
September 26
Corporal decided to shut down the
vehicle was parked in parking lot
party at this time. The party was At approximately 1:30 a.m.^ an G.
shut down without any problems.
officer while patrolling the dorms Disposition: Report Taken
All subjects involved were non- area observed a female who was;
students.
veiy intoxicated rurming around in At approximately 7:22 p.m., a
Disposition: Arrest
parking lotD, between vehicles and police sergeant conducted a vehicle
knocking on windows to different check with two subjects inside in
September 25
dorm rooms. The officer made parking lot B. When the sergeant
At approximately 8:38 a.m., a contact with the female who was asked to see the vehicle's
Police Sergeant responded to; the very uncooperative with the officer registration the passenger pulled
Behavioral Science Building- when ask had she been drinking. out from the glove box what
Psychology Dept. regarding an The officer then made contact with appeared to be a small caliber
Annoying Phone Call with suspect the on-duty R/A who told him that pistol. Investigation revealed that
information.
since the female had been staying the pistol was fake. The sergeant
Disposition: Report
taken at the dorms, she had received four and other officers during the
forwarded to investigation
alcohol violations. The student was investigation found marijuana on
then cited and taken to her dcmn lx>th the driver and passenger, They^
At approximately 1:06 p.m., an room.
told thesergeantthat they were here

on campus from Coachella to •
attend a party inside the^ Jc^hua i
Residence Hall. Both subject,
were cited and advised to leave^
campus.
Disposition: Cited and released i
At approximately 8:38 a.m., ai
Police Sergeant re.sponded to the^

.BBiiuvrntui Science Buiiamg-'
irding an
^afewilh
suspect information.
Disposition: Report taken
forwarded to investigation
At approximately 1:06 p.m., an •
officer responded to University.^
Apartment Building #3 regarding^
a vehicle burglary report.
J
Disposition: Report taken
«
At approximately 2:54 p.m., a*
Police seigeant stopped a vehicleij
inside Devil's Canyon for
vehicle code violation and the *
driver was found to have al*
warrant for his air^t The drivCT J
: was booked into the county jaili*
for the warrant.
.
Disposition: Arrest
•

At approxiriiately 1:37 p.m., an .•
officer was dispatched to the?*
Coyote Cafe to investigate a-*
possible theft involving money.ij
During the investigation, thei*
officer determined that a temp^
employee took money from the
cash register. Investfgation;J
continuing.
'm
Disposition: Report taken
forwarded to investigation
;•
•

At approximately 8:25
ani*
officer was flagged down behind J
building #5 regarding a vehicle *
burglary. The victim advised:*
someone broke into her vehicle*
and stolen her speakers and?*
amplifier while her vehicle was*
parked
*
in parking lot F.
;•
Disposition: Report taken
^
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The Roving Reporter
What is the wildest thing you've ever done ?
jBy Desiree Himter
V.-, , Staff Writer
Name: Kim Bautisto
Major: Business
Year: Freshman
"I was by a fountain in front of
the Paris Hotel in Vegas on New
Year's Eve and I idnd of went
skinny dipping in there."

Name: Sergio Tolossa
Major: Social Science
Year: Senior
"About three or four years
ago I smoked out with Den
nis Rodman in a cabana at the"
Hard Rock hotel-casino in
Vegas. It was just me, Den
nis, hisgirlfriend,and my two
^hboufl'Olmnutei,''"W^
ba^too."

Student Spotlight
By Lakesha Troupe
Staff Writer
Juan Luna is
considered very involved
on campus at CSUSB.
Vice
President
of
University Affairs, Luna, is
in charge of all ASI
activities on campus,
concerts and
guest
speakers.
For the past 5
years, Juan has been a
member of Delta Sigma
Chi, co-ed fraternity.
prayers and thoughts at all
Some of his involvement's
times."
on campus includes sitting
Twenty-three year old
in campus committee
Juan Luna is the son of Olga
Photo by Teresita Sosa Vargas. Luna has one 16 year
meetings, student rep for
Juan
Luna
means
Johnny
Moon, in English
the student union program
old brother named Jessie Luna.
board which deals with
Juan says," My brother is my
overseeing the facility use and the He is also the head coach of all pride and joy. He is everything to
budget. Juan is also a mentor for recreational sports at Lytic Creek
me." Growing up in a singlepanwit
the 4th graders in the "Lm going to community center.
home forced Juan to be like a father
College" program. ,He gives
Everyone needs a role model, figure for his brother.
presentations for local high schools and while Luna acts as one himself,
Having to see his mother suffer
for Admissions and Student he actually has one of his own. Dr. and struggle has been his driving
Recruitment. Currently Juan Luna Nena Torrez, Professor for force to succeed and to be involved.
is carrying a full load of classes credential students, and Ms. Patty At the early age of nine, Luna tried
working towards his masters degree McMann, financial aid counselor. committing suicide. Juan is
in Bilingual education. Off campus In the eyesight of Juan Luna, these thankful to not have succeeded in
he is still the hard working man you ladies are his mentors.
his suicidal attempt. When asked
see on campus.
Juan says, " These why he tried to commit suicide, he
His
off
campus wonderful ladies have made an responded, " Growing up with no
involvement includes coaching the impact on my life, which I will
wrestling team at San Gorgonio. never forget. I put them in my

~ Juan Luna Continued
on Page 15

r is riigiiit
Name: John Davis
Major: Psychology
Year: Sophomore
"I got dar^ to go up on stage-;
during a formal dinner and sing.:
It was all quiet and then people
started clapping at the end be
cause they liked it. I didn't get
in trouble."

Name: Adam Hicks
Major: Psycholo©'
Year: Senior
"I've hooky-bobbed - that's grab
bing the back of a car in snow
and "skiing" behind it with out
only shoes on. It was fun until
the car crashed.".

Is there a question that you would like the
Roving Reporter to ask? Please email us at
sbchron@csusb.edu.

As dusk fell upon the CalState San Bernardino campus on
Tuesday, September 24th, a handful
of ASI members were busily
preparing for the first ASI movie
night in the Events Center of the
Student Union. The chosen movie
of the night, "Spiderman," was
ready for
viewing. Chairs were lined up in
neat rows facing the awaiting silver
screen. Pizzas and sodas were
stacked on tables in the back of the
auditorium waiting to. be
consumed. A large colorful banner
advertising free pizza and a movie
was placed along the sidewall of the
room. Six ASI members were busy
welcoming students, faculty,
families and friends of campus
members into the events center with
smiles and enthusiasm.
Movie Night is a planned
weekly showing of movies that
currently are not available on VHS
or DVD, that have been hand
picked to be specially shown to our
campus members here at CSUSB—
no charge—with a complimentary
meal of pizza and soda included in
the deal. The ASI members
welcome all students, faculty,
campus members, friends, and
families to come to every weekly
movie night this quarter.
Mario Torres is a dental
student studying for his Masters
degree here at Cal-State. Although
he lives off campus, he heard of the

ASI movie night and was in
attendance at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday
night studying his notes while he
was waiting for the movie to begin.
This Movie Night wasn't the first
that Torres has attended. Last
school year in May, Torres attended
his first Movie Night to watch "A
Beautiful Mind" starring Russell
Crowe. Torres states "Movie Night
is a chance to see a movie before it
comes out on DVD or video,
just in case you were too busy to
go to the theatre."Torres, however.

Not yet on video.
did get a chance to see
"Spiderman"
in the theatres, but wanted another
opportunity to see the movie again.
" 'Spiderman' was a good
movie, and coming gave us
something to do tonight." Stated
Michele Dunkerley, as her date
David Rohac nodded in agreement.
Dunkerley is a second year student
who lives on campus while Rohac
is a third year student who lives off

campus. This couple heard about
Movie Night through M'i'O
According to Juan Luna, Vic©
President of University Affairs at
CSUSB, Movie Night began last
school year as a "guinea pig"
project. The attendance was
monitored to gage the popularity of
the event. Because of the "testing
period". Movie Night was only
provided on an average, twice a
month. Movies such as "How- "
High", "A Beautiful Mind", "Rush
Hour H", and "The Fast and the
Furious" were shown last year.
Luna has learned how to run Movie
Nights more effectively because of
the experiences he went through
last year. He learned that
distributing the food at 7:00 p.m.
rather that 7:30 p.m. often left quite
a few latecomers foodless during
the movie. He also learned that over
advertising of the event could lead
to a smaller outcome of attendees.
Luna has made the proper
adjustments this year, and it was
apparent in the attendance on
Tuesday night.
When Luna was asked what
the expected popularity of this
event would be, he stated,'This last
Movie Night was the biggest in
attendance by far. We set up about
250 chairs and there were 340
people! Every chair was filled, and
people were lying or sitting on the
floor too.

~ Spider man
continued on page 15
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'Come one, Come all'... campus BBQ
Jamaal Washington
Staff Writer

If Friday's weren't your
favorite day of the week already,
Cal State San Bernardino made it
much more enjoyable on
September 27,2002 with their 6"^
Annual All University Barbecue
and Picnic. The event began
promptly at 11:30 a.m. on the
Library Lawn with musical
selections from the Rhythm of
Life band. "It was Dr. Karnig's
vision for this event to bring
everyone (faculty, staff, and
student body) together", says

Carol Dixon - co-chair of the
Coussoulis Arena. The planning
and donations to put this event
together were made possible
through a group effort from
campus organizations like: ASI, Ca)
State Athletics. Campus Recreation,
Coussoulis Arena, Coyote Bookstore,
Duplicating Center, Facilities Services,
Foundation Food Services, Housing
and Residential Life, and the Student
Union.Many of Cal State San
Bernardino's own faculty and staff
took an active part in the festivities.
Jan Jackson (Associate Vice President
of Institutional Advancement) and
Peter Wilson (Dean of the Palm Desert

Campus) served visitors in
the food booths, while
students in attendance for this
event seemed to just enjoy
the atmosphere."! think it
was great! I like the fact that
the President served my
food," comments Ryan
Joyce.
A large variety of food
items were provided by the
Foundation Food Services.
With a five-dollar ticket
prices for faculty/staff, and
three-dollar prices for
students, there was plenty
of
food
available.

Everything
f
r
o
m
hamburgers
and hotdogs, to
veggie burgers, chips,
macaroni and corn dogs
were served.
Along
with
musical performances
by the Rhythm of Life
band, several activities
were also set up. These
activities included a
dunk tank, a tug of war
match, and a human
spin-wheel. (Proceeds
accumulated from the
dunk tank will be
Photo by Jamaal Washington/Chronicle donated to the CSUSB

Photo by Jamaal Washington/Chronicle
Student and Faculty line up at University BBQ.
attendance at the picnic.

Children's Center.)
A positive theme to this picnic is
that it brought many campus
fraternities/sororities and clubs out
amongst all the new students and
faculty in attendance.
An
estimated six hundred people
visited this event. Groups like the
National Student Exchange,
Mexican Connection, Sigma Nu,
Sigma Chi, Delta Sigma Chi, Tau
Kappa Epsilon, and the Lambdas
were among some of the groups in

The importance of having
events like this 6"* Annual All
University Barbecue and Picnic, is
that it is planned around the theme
of unity and togetherness. Many
of Cal State San Bernardino's own
entities came together for the
planning of an event that the entire
campus could enjoy. The atmosphere
had a relaxing feel, as students,
faculty and staff all enjoyed a
beautiful, Friday afternoon united in
this campus gathering.

Rhythm of Life pleasure the crowd with a unique tune.

Welcome Back, Yotes
my, funny, costs no money
that free food was definitely an
encourager but more than that it
allowed him an opportunity to
What's not to love about the
reflect on his goals for the year.
first day of school? There is no
"This year I'm going to try to
parking, long lines, and expensive
balance school, work and activities
books! But if you were trudging
with my fraternity," stated Bouch.
along campus you might have
Judith Renteria also agreed
found ASI offering students a
that she wanted a new start. "I want
celebration called 'Welcome Back,
to be more involved in school, it'll
'Votes!'
be more enjoyable that way."
This is the 2"'^ year
Judith also mentioned that she
anniversary of this event, that ASI
had come to WBY last year when
has sponsored. ASI has given away
she was a freshman- falling in to
pizza, Cal State paraphernalia and
the tradition that Luna was talking
about. However, she was more
games. This included a gladiator
impressed last year with the yearly
joust and a dunk tank. ASI
planners they gave away. She put
President Erik Fallis, and Vice
President of University Affairs,
those to use.
Juan Luna allowed themselves to
"Calendars didn't go through
be dethroned on the dunk chair.
this year because last year (ASI)
"It's all about tradition,
had more sponsors and this year we
welcoming and promises a new
had none," says Luna. CSUSB
start," says Luna of the event.
coffee mugs were given instead.
Student Scott Bouch agrees
The event was from 11-2 in the
afternoon
on
Thursday
and
Friday, the first two
days of school.
There were many
times when students
would form lines
waiting to get their
pizza and sodas,
being served by ASI
Activities Board
members. After a
long first day, it's a
relief
to
get
Photo by Steve Shelton
A student gets dunked at ASI event
something in return.
Susie Medina
Multi-Cultural Editor

Hockey Club TryoutsI
Time: Saturday, October 5 t h . 11 A.M. Cost: $10
(Registration begins a t 10:15. Please show up e a r l y . )
"'Location:

Wayne Gretzky's Hockey Center. Upland. CA.

Open t o anyone who wishes t o p a r t i c i p a t e in i n t e r c o l l e g i a t e club
or recreational hockey t h i s y e a r . While t h e CSUSB Roller Hockey
Club aims t o f i e l d two i n t e r c o l l e g i a t e teams i n t h e Collegiate
Roller Hockey. League and a t l e a s t one recreational team, t h i s
tryout will determine t h e d i r e c t i o n t h e club takes both t h i s year
and in t h e f u t u r e . Become a p a r t of Coyote Hockey today!
Required equipment-skates, shinguards (covered by p a n t s ) , cup.
elbow pads (covered by j e r s e y ) , gloves, helmet, and a s t i c k . The
Gretzky Center has limited r e n t a l equipment, as do t h e players on
t h e team. I f you do not have t h e required equipment. Gretzky
Center employees will not permit you on t h e r i n k . An additional
tryout f o r beginning or recreational level players may be held
l a t e r pending i n t e r e s t .
-For more information, v i s i t our website a t www.geocities.com/csusbhockey/index.html. or contact Mark a t (909)
261-4056.
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CALIFORNIA NATIVE -AMERICAN DAY
By Laura Cline,
Special to the Chronice
For the past four years. Native
Americans have been celebrating the fourth
Friday of September, to celebrate California
Native American Day. This day was made
an official state holiday after the California
Legislative Bill No. 1953 was passed in 1998.

This was especially designed to help clarify
many misperceptions and myths about the
California Indians.
The California Indian Cultural
Awareness Conference was held all last week
starting on the 23"* of 5eptember.The event
invited teachers and students of the Inland
Empire, to learn firsthand from tribal
members, elders, and historians from all over
the state; the history, culture, traditions and

Steve Shelton/ Chronicle
Bird s ingers and Brush dancers were just a few customs of the Native Americans.

experience of California's Native American
Tribes.
The event also gave the tribes to clear
up any myths and misconceptions people
may have of California Indians. This history
is imperitive, especially to Califomians since
there are more than 100 recognized tribes
existing here; more than any other state in
the nation.
Approximately 2,000 elementary,
middle and high school students attended
workshops, that included: basketry and
pottery, music, storytelling, California tribal
cultures and people, California Indian history,
and tribal governments. These activities
exposed students to California Indian's ways
of life.
These events preceeded the "PowWow", which was held the night of Friday,
September 27"' that featured events such as:
Bird Songs and Brush Dancers. The Bird
Songs were sung by the Serrano Tribe and
lead by Robert Levi, one of the most
respected elders of all California Tribes. He
is responsible for teaching younger members
of the tribe the importance of passing the
traditions down that were passed down to him
from his forefathers.
Gail Lee, a graduate student states, " I
came to hear the Bird Singers! I am especially
impressed with the involvement of the young
people involved with the Bird Songs. It's
heart raising!" This sentiment was felt by
many in attendance on this brisk Friday night.
Ronette Saubel-Elizondo states "I
hope that the audience gains a better

Steve Shelton/Chronicle
Robert Levi, a respected elder.
understanding of the songs, and the culture
of the California Tribes."
An important factor for many
parents who brought their children out was
to instill cultural awareness. "I brought the
kids so they could be opened up to the
different cultures...! think that is very
important" concluded Ronald Sanchez.
Another concern . of parents
including, Tara Gillespie was, "I brought my
son here so he'll have a better understanding
of everyone in the world so he won't grow
up racist."
This series of events was wellplanned and brought great cultural awareness
due to the efforts of The Cross Cultural
Center and their coordinator, John Futch.
This event also benefited greatly from the
sponsorship of the San Manuel Tribal Unity,
Cultural Awareness Program, CSUSB and
the tremendous participation of the San
Bernardino Unified School District.

Honoring California's First People
students from several local elementary, junior
high, and high schools. . ^
Staff Wiiter
"I gave the students an overview of
Indian Cultural awareness week has California Indians presented from a political,
come and gone, but the spirit and tenacity social, and cultural perspective relative to
of the California American Indian remains. both the past and present," said De la Torre.
Last week the Cal State Cross Cultural "What we hope to do is eliminate ideas that
Center and the San Manuel Tribal Unity Indians are all the same by bringing together
partnered with the San Bernardino City what they learned in school and in all the
Unified School District, San Bernardino sessions here."
Also on
C o u n t y
hand
for
the
event
Superintendent of
was
Serrano/
Schools, and the
Cauhuilla Project
C a l i f o r n i a
Director
James
Superintendent of
Ramos.
"It's
Public Instruction to
important to bring
host the Fifth annual
this event to the
California Indian
college to show that
Cultural Awareness
educational
the
Conference.
system is behind
Members of
in getting factual
several Indian tribes,
information
including
the
about California
Serrano, Cauhuilla,
Indians. We hope
and Luiseno, came
to bring an
together to host a
understanding of
w e e k 1 o n g
California Indian
celebration of the
music, housing,
California American
and history into
Indian.
The
schools."
celebration
of
Morgan Melendez/ Chronicle
California Native
School children are taught the history and
According to
American
Day,
culture of Native Americans
DelaTorre the
which
was
established as an official state holiday in 1998 goal is that the California Indian Cultural
by the passing of Assembly Bill No. 1953 Awareness Conference will one day be a
included demonstrations of traditional songs statewide celebration. At the moment, only
and dances, basketry, pottery, storytelling, CSUSB is participating in this event. "These
kids don't even know how lucky they are,
and a sarhpling of Native American foods.
they're
the only kids in California that get to
Guest speakers included Dr. Joely De
la Torre, Special Advisor to the Lt. Governor
for California Sovereign Nations, and
member of the Luiseno tribe, who spoke to

By Morgan Melendez

"People continued
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TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

Now offering Delivery to CSUSB J
After 6:00 p.m. • Dine in only
Now offering. Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village

•

Limit oiie Pizza per LD: • Specialty Pizzas Excluaed
'st
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Its been on our minds since 9/11: Is racial profiling ethical?
safe than sorry. "I'd rather have
profile.
"(Americans) sometimes them questioned than them getting
discriminate against Middle away. It's a good precaution and
When Americans found out Eastern people because of 9/11. there is no threat if done
professionally."
the suicide bombers, of the They think you're automatically
This poses a question that
September 11 attack, were taking related to some terrorist attack, at
Amdicans
flight instructions here; they kicked the same
must ask
themselves and asked 'how could time I can
themselves
see
why
we have let this happen?'
w h e n
t
h
e
y
'
r
e
It killed Americans to know
dealing
trying
to
that the attack was happening right
w i t h
s
e
under their noses and since then u
national
they have wanted to increase security,"
security,
national security and put this s a y s
'Where
terrorism to an end. Since then s t u d e n t
we
do
civilians and authorities of the U.S. A b d u l
draw the
'have been perpetrated to associate Altaan.
l i n e
Student
Arab Americans with crimes of
between
terrorism. This assumption, some M o n i c a
feel is merely raising security,- P a V o n
Photo courtesy of cnn. com b e i n g
cautious
others feel it is discriminatory believes its
Avila's description: A Hispanic male in a
a n d
against people fitting that certain better to be
green Acura.
By Susie Medina
Multicultural Editor

Legislative history of
Hispanic Heritage Month

"Profiling continued
on pg. 8

Commemorating

National Hispanic Heritage Month
with some contemporary role models

By Yazmin Alvarez
Asst. Multicultural Editor

Hispanic Heritage Month
hasn't always been a 31-day period
of celebration. In the beginning of
September 1968, theSenate and the
House of Representatives enabled
President Jackson to be authorized
to issue a proclamation designating
the week of September 15""* and
16^ as "National Heritage Week."
. \0-l4,, Ptes.\denV
eral R. Ford proclaimed the
week beginning September 10,
1974 and ending September 16,
1974 as National Hispanic Heritage
Week. Things shifted with Reagan
-witggjfi office when the "week" was
changed to "month."
National Hispanic Heritage
Week approved September 17,
1968 (36 U.S.Congress i69f) is
amended- by striking "week
including September 15 and 16"
and inserting "31-day period
beginning September 15 and

The assumption that a
interrogating?'
This summer,
suspicious
person will keep a low
when child abductions were being
covered all over the media, amber profile has been questionable since
alerts gave brief descriptions of Americans found out that the 9/11.
suspects. Specifically, in the The terrorists learned to fly here in
Samantha Runnion case authorities the United States when they were
advised citizens to watch for a short not citizens but had aquired student
Hispanic male, driving a green visas.
Its has been disclosed by an
Acura. This description helped
authorities and civilians to narrow anonymous campus source, that
down possible suspects but at the two CSUSB students have been
same time stirred up false closely watched and followed by
allegations toward other males the CIA. The students are Middle
Eastern are here on student visas.
matching that description.
Student Ali Badsha, speaking The students have not been harmed
on the Arab American issue argues but have had their lives constantly
that if a suspect knows that there is interrupted by these interrogations.
"The Siege" starring Denzel
a high search for them, they're
Washington
and Bruce Willis
going to downplay. 'They're not
going to be out in public as much
because they don't want to draw
attention to themselves."

• • TTiri

- -

Photo courtesy of geocities.com
Congress decides here.
ending October 15."
The amendments were to take
effect on January first of the first
year beginning after the dale of the

enactment of this Act.
From the Public Paf
Presidents of the United States,,
Ronald Reagan, 1988-89: "Now,
Therefore I, RONALD REAGAN,
President of the United States of
America, do hereby proclaim the
week beginning September 11,
1988, as National Hispanic
Heritage Week. I call upon the
people of the United States to
observe this week with appropriate
ceremonies and activities."

Name: Dolores
Born: Dawson, New Mexico
Heritage: Mexican American
Reasons for being a role model:
Huerta graduated from college in
1950 and began her career
teaching in a farm worker's
community. Playing a major role
in the American Civil Rights
Movement she is the co-founder
of the UFW of America.

Name: Cesar Chavez
Born: Yuma, Arizona
Heritage: Mexican American
Reasons for being a role model:
Chavez led a five-year boycott that
rallied millions of supporters to the
United Farm Workers. He gained
support from unions, students,
church groups, minorities and
consumers, by fasting and putting
his health at risk

Name: Father Virgilio Elizondo
Born: San Antonio, Texas
Heritage: Mexican
Reasons for being a role
model:The son of Mexican
immigrants, Elizondo is
considered the father of U.S.
Hispanic theology. Elizondo
integrated Mexican customs and
traditions into the Catholic
Service.

Name: Dr. Ellen Ochoa
Born: Los Angeles, CA
Heritage:Mexican American
Reasons for being a role mode!:
In 1990, California bom Ellen
Ochoa was selected by NASA
and became the first Hispanic
female astronaut. She has since
been on two space flights. On
her spare time, she visits
schools and encourages
students to take challenges.

Name: Tomas Rivera
Born: Crystal City, Texas
Heritage: Chicano
Reasons for being a role model:
Rivera started out as a migrant
worker until the age of 20, he then
decided to continue his education.
Teaching at public schools then
earning his Ph.D., Rivera has single
handedly raised awareness about
education
in
the
Latino
Community.

Name: Derek Parra
Bom: San Bernardino, CA
Heritage: Mexican
Reasons for being a role model:
Derek Parra took the Silver
Medal in the 5,000-meter event
and then took Gold in the 1500.
Parra will be honored at the lb"*
annual Hispanic Heritage
Awards
Ceremony
on
September 20'^ in Washington
D.C.

Baskin(^Robbins
AS'

10% discount off your purchase
at either Togo's or Baskin Robbins with
valid CSUSB student or faculty LD.
Please present LD. at the time of order.
Not valid with any other discount, coupon
or promotion.

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
4375 North University Parkway subt im
San jtomardino, CA 92407

909-473-7494

Next to McDonald's
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Professor Delgado wins Hispanic Award
Franco heads Spain

By Youree Martin
Staff WrUer

By Vudrej Rurro\%s
S)JacicUco;,Fran(jo;w^^
1892 and he enierod the

MM

rose m\raak rs^idlvi^^
the-Motoccah

hyfcUin 19.?i.
' Bt'^audilh, Franco's nichi^B
ffi Vift33',^:, 'F:raaco'}:;.§pi|

CmidUh. "XheLeatkir''. Fr
|sectfred%S;^f^^^
•ipt!jjTjjfQrpiUp0,b^
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:niade,'
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-the "•grandsdllg
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Bit
J»e?id of state and heir to
^•'IpailsFithTdnel'^)^
.'of, the,''• "1975, Fra hco died and [;Juanl
-Carlos becanicking of Spafej;'

Celebrate National Hispanic Heritage
Month. September 15' October 15.

Juan Delgado has received
Hispanic Caucus award ffom the
National Humanities Association
for Higher Education.
The award was established by
the Hispanic Caucus for Latinos
who have contributed significantly
to the arts of'the Latino culture.
This award recognizes Professor
Delgado for reaching national
prominence through the publication
of three books of poetry and his lit
erary awards.
Delgado says he loves teach
ing in CSUSB classrooms because

"the students are diverse in... race,
gender and age."
He likes his work in the com
munity because he is allowed to
introduce children to literary arts
and get them involved in creative
writing.
Delgado graduated from
Universityof California, Irvine with
a Masters of Fine Arts degree and
was a Regents Fellow of the Hu
manities in 1984-85.
Last year this award was
granted to Luis Valdez , the direc
tor of the hit movjes "Zoot Suit"
and "LaBamba".
Juan Delgado was also recog
nized last year in the Chronicle.

Photo courtesy ofjuandelgado.com
A winning attitude, Delgado loves
teaching.

Reality based television: why is it so popular?
By Keishawnda Green
Staff Writer

American Idol, Big Brother,
Survivor, and Dismissed are just a
few narries from the long list of
reality TV shows—Why has the
concept of watching real people in
real situations become so popular?
"1 think that audiences like to
watch normal people reacting to
real situations that aren't
pf^ictable or planned out," says
studerit Nathaniel Limar. "It brings
out the worst in people and shows
how mean they can be; people like
to
watch
"conflict."

At FedEx Ground, every employee has a chance to realize a rewarding
future. We offer training to foster advancement into management,
communications or technology. We have 5 different 3-5-hour shifts to
fit your schedule. For college students, we have an excellent tuition
assistance program!

Package Handlers
Year-round positions. You will manually load/off-load packages from
trailers and vans. Reguires excellent physical stamina and range
of movement, including the ability to independently lift up to 75 lbs.,
work in hot or cold temperature extremes, and read/verify labels,
charts and numbers.
We offer $9-$9.50/hr. (depends on shift), weekly p^checks, employee
recognition and more. We are accepting applications on-site MondayWedne^ay, from10 a.m.-3p.m. at 330 Et^ource Drive, Bloomingtan,
CA 92315. Call our
Riaito Hub Job Hotline
at 909-879-7112, or
visit www.fedex.com
and click "Careers."
Be prepared to com
plete an extensive
online application at
our facility. EOE

l^cEx
www.fedex.com

reality television shows offer a cash
prize for winning, most offer
ordinary people the chance at
becoming a well-known celebrity
without any effort. Numerous
shows have turned ordinary people
into stars.
Kelly
Clarkson gained her fame on the
show American Idol. Since then,
she has made a two-song album and
is scheduled to appear on the
season premier of Mad TV along
with other American Idol stars.
Survivor cast member Colleen
Haskell has starred in "The
Animal" with Rob Schneider.
So, did all these participants sign
tip for the challenge, or for the chance
fiabeonTYa^l

Photo courtesy of google.com
Survivor cast member co-starred
with Rob Schneider in "The

Animal." .
Student, thinks "they do it for the
challenge. I think of myself as a
competitive person and most people
jlay to win

^Profiling continued
from pg. 7
reflects this situation very similarly.
In the movie, FBI agent "Hub"
(Denzel) and his partner, The movie,
"The Siege", is a thriller about an
uneasy alliance of FBI, CIA and as
they battle terrorism and try to stop
a thermonuclear detonation in New
York. In doing so Denzel's partner's
legitimacy is questioned because he
is Arab. The U.S. then makes a
decision to open an interment camp
in the Yankee's stadium for all
civilians who fit the profile of a
Middle Eastern young man. Denzel's
partner's son is included along with
other young Arab men.
This idea, horrifically
Photo courtesyofgoogle.com
enough, is not too farfetched from
Beetle Bailey cartoon meant to show security is
Just a few years ago in the U.S. when
over-the-top.
we set up camps for the Japanese in
Animal's, when they are afraid, react ii
WWII. Or the Red Scare in 1961
when Americans were afraid the Communists a violent manner. It is human nature behave
were going to invade. And now, with the in that like manner when don't understanc
attention of America on Arabs/Middle someone or we feel threatened. Because 9
Eastern Americans, the idea of discrimination 11 has threatened American lives, th
likeliness of irrational treatment to the othe
haunts at us.
Profiling is treating or interacting with group is high.
Student Jason Drukenbrod states "wher
someone with the assumption that they may
be engaged in something specific. people wear turbans, they look suspiciou
Discrimination is defined by the Webster's and threatening." Drukenbrod also believe
Dictionary as: treatment or consideration that profiling is harmless for the one beinj
based on class or category rather than interrogated unless there is actuall
something to be guilty about."
individual merit; partiality or prejudice.
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James GobeiCreative Curator
21" is a hit at the Robert Fullerton museum

names of artists in LA, whose work
By Catherine Howl
is considered regional. Gobel
Copy Editor
James Gobel, Assistant became familiar with certain names
Professor of Art, at Cal State associated with various galleries, he
University San Bernardino, not had frequented and those that
only instructs painting, but has "caught my eye and stuck with me."
become a multi-faceted faculty He contacted the unique dealers
member, as well. He has also who supported those individualsof
created an extensive body of his emerging, cutting edge artistry,
own work, shown at a lengthy list whose work is also included in
of award winning and prestigious private collections. Gobel was
places. And in addition, he just pleased with the turn out at the
completed, curating, his second opening, where 14 of the 21 artists
attended.
major art exhibit, entitled "21."
When a blank spot was found
In reference to the meaning
behind understanding "21," Gobel in the opening of museum line-up>,"'
simply "liked what it implied," as Gobel began curatms,4he "21"
being, "associated with the new and exhibit a ye^fcAgcrT^hile creating
youthful" or "fresh take," of what the,jiMpif€^^of the works included
was established in the installatim 1n^21," there emerged a basis that
According to Gobel, "the 2Tin combined, "no agenda; i.e.: (no
number of artists, kept growing as connection,) therefore, a direct
he began considering the amount of diversity of painting in the genreof,
museum space and the number of "hard edge abstraction," deemed as

a style of contemporary painting.
This range easily occurred because,
as Gobel stated, "there is so much
happening in one regional area
(L.A)" where normally, in other,
areas the contrast of styles and
motivations of diversity wouldn't
normally show together."
From Gobies experience, he
found he loves to curate, with "a
desire to do more." In the mean
while, he will contimie to develop
his own,/'highry contemporary art
that ^wHT follow its natural
Allen: "PotoDeceaiding'*
2. Lisa Mihinf"untitled"
3. Steven Criqiu: "untUled" (Gonsumers Liquid)
4.
CalJisteir: "Ice Scape"
5. Stephanie Pryor: " untitled"
6. Phillip Argent: "untitled" (Fasciai^
7. Wendell Gladstone: "Trapi^d
Under Thin Ice"
8. Johnathan Pylypchuk: "Be
Humble"
9. Aaron Romie: "untitled"
10. JacquelineBootier. "Bubble Z<»";

iFight for freedom online
i

(Included
-with the
Or»c\vi<ied-with
the adapter

Micro<^oft's online plan,
By lyan Fertmnde^'
Ferttandez^'^-**- is
isaraail-inoffer
frir"TTi"tri1f
TrtiT"""^1^'i'Ti""'i' ""'Mil iTtTr:^ Niwarini ii
a mail-in offer for
"Twisted Metal
Staff Writer
Black: Online'
m November 15. Online g
Talk about bad timing. I'm sure "SOCOM; U.S. Navy Seals" whib
most of you have heard abouf 4be comes with a-'headset packed in. Championship," "MechAssault,'
negative «ajroiuc«cdia<OTy^k in. From then on, future online titles "Ghost Recon," "Whacked-h"
While I'm no expert on money (1 include "Tony Hawk's Pro Skater "NFL Fever 2003" and "NBA
can't even balance my check 4," "AutoModellista," "ATV 2K3."
book), if there's one thing I re OTfroad Fury," "Madden NFL
The beauty of Xbox Live
member from Mr. Hanson's Eco 2003," "NFL Gameday 2003," and is its structure. $49.95 gets you a
nomics class is that less money = 'Tribes: Aerial Assault."
year of broadband play with no
less spending. This is bad news
The adapter works to added cost. Otherwise, it's about
for gamers on budgets because gether with your ISP you're sub $10 a month. The subscription in
console systems have finally gone scribed to. Simply log on the indi cludes options such asfinding your
online.
vidual game's website, register and friends online, voice chat for all
Sony took the fu-st sfep you're set to go. There may be games, and much rnore. Plus, you
a few weeks ago when it released monthly fees attached, so read the don't have to worry about bu>nng
the network adapter, available for fine print carefully.
any separate peripherals as the

Random Music
. .

X box has
X
has a built-in Ethernet p<
port.

.

Tlii akoifvoiidn

Name five Musi
cians who died at
the age of 27.
First three coirect
responses get a
prize!

easure ot ADOX Live.
T^htehdo, the most hesi
tant of the three, will release a mo
dem and broadband adapter for
the Gamecube in September to go
along with "Phantasy Star Online;
Episode I «& 11." Both adapters
will be available for an MSRP of
$34.95. From there on, it's pure
speculation.
In case you haven't in
vested in a second phone line,
now is the perfect time to do so.
Don't forget to throw in broad
band or DSL.

Send answers to dmb_firedancei_l()@ yahoo.com

The rebirth of fashion
By Shareena C.Clark
A&E Editor

The Reincarnation Fashion
showing started as a sewing
workshop, and eventually evolved
into a full on show filled with
original designs by Allison Murphy
and Ketyna Dees. Reincarnation
lives u{5 to Its name, it's a sort of
recycling of older clothes. "The
whole concept, is reinvention. We

update old clothing." Explained
Ketyna. Ketyna also explained the
designing process. "We've been
doing outfits for the last month. We
watched music videos by artists like
Lenny Kravits. I see it more as art
than fashion."
Dozens of students and staff
hung around enjoying the unique
blend of clothing and music. "I
thought it was great. Very artistic,
the models and clothes were great

overall. I give it an A+l" Said
Adrienne Arrasmith, one of the
Audience
members
who
videotaped the show.
Three gentlemen were
standing in the shade observing the
show and adding to the unique
atmosphere. "The clothes are
unique." Commented Marquis
McKinley, as he glanced over to his
friend David Funn who added,"It's
stylish, very hippie-ish." Trey

Parker Jr. said, "The fashion show
was very spiritual, the music set the
mood for everybody."
The overall consensus of the
show was positive. Everyone
seemed to enjoy the break from the
Vogue and Cosmopolitan fashions
that we see everyday on MTV and
"Generica" TV. The creators of the
show also assured us that they'd
return for another run. See you
there!

A Difltot IM of Cofa lounge
hn Bki56is^-Uve-lte(9wr
MnRnryitoisJKhbtc

Mloupon Mfor

25%

Off
Food 8 Drink!
=

3204 Miijion Inn Avenue

|

I («ie'iryineieesietfite(2teiMft<K(IrattaaR •
Above: models and spectators enjoying the general vibe of the show.

•Photos By Shareena C. Clark
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i Ani Difranco: All the way live
By Shareena C. Clark
A&E Editor

The thing I love about
completely live albums is that
they're completely live. All of the
mess-ups and out of order verses
stay. All of the stuttering and missed
chords get recorded along with the
audience. Another plus about live
albums is that you get to hear a lot
of improve (if it's a good artist).
Studio albums are nice when you're
a DJ at a party, but when you really
want to know how your favorite
artist sounds, listen to them live and
if you cant get to a show, listen to a
live recording.
For those of you who have been
living under a rock and don't know
who the hell Ani Difranco is let me
give you a little history a-hem...
Ms. Difranco (Mr. Difranco to
you!) is a folk singer from Buffalo
New York, She started performing
before she was ten years old. She
took her guitar and hand-painted
VW bug on tour for while across
the good ol' USA and gained
massive popularity with the ladies
and college kids while selling her
tapes outof the trunk of her car.She

is known for her raw sound that she
developed from playing over loud
crowds in bars and other places
with her acoustic guitar She is also
known for her politically charged
lyrics. Fast forward a few years
later, Ani started up her own record
label Righteous Babe Records and
she's been there ever since, helping
all those other kids who refuse to
sign their lives and music over to
the greedy daemons of the music
industry. She is one of the most
important people in music today. If
you don't want to believe me just
ask VH-1, they seem to have all of
the answers these days.
Which brings me to the
newest Ani Difranco
release SO MUCH

the worlds oldest living expert on
Ani, but I do know good music. And
this, my friends is good music. It's
the perfect blend of poetry and
realness. The only people that are
as real as Ani are either on
independent record labels or they
are the beloved Marshal Mathers.
Ani still maintains her percussive
rhythm and raw
coffeehouse
sound and with
her six- piece
backup she is
unstoppable. So

SHOUTING,
SO
MUCH
LAUGHTER.

N o w
kids,
I'm not

Much Shouting is a collection of
songs done on the road in between
2000 and 2002, some in LA,
Canada,
Buffalo
(Ani's
Hometown), Austin and a bunch of
other cities in between. The album
features oldies but goodies such as
To The Teeth, You Had Time and
Letter To A John. It also features
two unreleased tracks that you'll
have to buy the album to hear. I
don't want to spoil it for you guys!
And if that isn't enough for you
there is a 24 page colored booklet
that comes with some awesome
snapshots and one of a kind Ani
thank you's and quotes.
Anyhow, yes this album is a must
have for all of you real connoisseur
of music, or what few is left of
you guys today. So put this
paper down, go straight to your
favorite record store
and buy this album. It
is a necessity. The
scantrons can wait.
Arid if your
favorite store
doesn't have
this album,
never go there
again.

COYOTE MOVIE TICKET
By Ivan Fernandez
-Online Editor

Snootchie Bootchies! Welcome
to another school year and another
round of THE COYOTE MOVIE
TICKET.

Remember whisi
was cool? And remember when
there was supposed to be a movie
based on "DOOM?" Well, someone
.finally got off their ass and turned
on the green light. "DOOM: The
Movie" (not official title) will be
based on the upcoming "DOOM
III" (when that hits PC shelves is
anyone's guess).
John Wells and Lorenzo di
Bonaventura will produce the film
on a "progress-to-production" deal.
The film company has fifteen
months to start the picture. After the
deadline. Wells and di Bonaventura'
will bow out.

The best part about the deal is that this news but I've read a script
"DOOM" will reportedly be toned review and almost committed
down to a PG-I3 rating (yes, Tm suicide. In a handful, here's what
be^. sarcastic).
'
imagining
• Damn you lucky AOL users. known as^a^'fe-imagining."
Krypton doesn't explode
yhu will be the first to see the new
trailer for "Tti^ Lord of the Rim
restof us Supermaft%»«Trfvar on Earth..,
^'will have to wait an extr^'
Lex Luthor is a CIA agl
view it at lordofthcfiTtg^TOf or
catchittgp the big screen starting investigating UFO's.
.^Jinuny Olsen is amJaiguously
October^
- ^
"The .Lord of- the Rings: The gay (what is it wi|^ ambiguity
•i'
Two Towea-s" opens in theaters nowadays?).
Pa Kent '^ulls a Glen Ford"
nationwide this December 18.
In the biggest rie^f of the (that means he dies).
Superman rescues Lois Lane
month, "Superman 5" (notiqfficial
title) has been officially greenlit. and dies in the process (how
Jon Peters (Ali, Batman) will "i^ocking"). His Kryptonian father,
produce with Brett Ratner (Red "I Jor-El, senses this, committs
Dragon, Rush Hour 2) directin|li^ suicide, enters Kryptonian heaven
script written by J.J. Abrams (TV's and tells Kal-El (that's Superman)
that he can't die because he has to
Alias, Armageddon).
Normally I'd be happy with save the Earth for some reason.

Superman, bored of life in Heaven
after two minutes, agrees with JorELand digs himself out of his grave.
^lly, that's what happ^,,.;^
Lex Luthor is actually a Kryptonian
like Superman, sent toHarth tu k\U
Then he flies
Swsis that, since
lis
was
leaked
on
aintitcooInews.com, Warner Bros,
may completely revamp the script
from the ground up. Warner read
all the hate mail and (finally)
realized they have a crap bomb on
their hands. Still, I have little faith
in the dancing frog.
And on a similar note, Brett
Ratner is a crappy director that does
not deserve to place his prequel
above Michael Mann's
"Manhunter."
Don't forget to e-mail us
at coyotemovieticket
@hotmail.com.

Barbershop Sounds
By Jake Zylman
Executive Editor

Dont Pay .10'.25cEach For Just^^Ffw Copies!
Higli Speeil Copying
Color Copies
Fax Service
Forms { Ncr )
Questioner / Surveys
Binding
Laminating
SKlink Wrapping
Trans parcncies
Copy Plus is open six days a week
and

offer volume breaks.

On the comer of Universi^ & Kendall, behind El Polio Loco
(909) 887-«500

P. Diddy has his paws all
over the Barbershop soundtrack.
The play list to the nation's #1
comedy movie features two songs
from the Bad Boy leader and his
family of artists. 3LW, the girl
group Diddy formed under his label
also contributed a Jcftnt to the
album.
Although the lead single, now in
heavy rotation on MTV and every
pop radio station in the country is
Trade it All Part 2, the other eleven
non-Diddy tracks that form the
album fuse to bring a relatively
smoothe blend of R&B and hiphop.
Most surprising to the ears of this
humble reviewer is Ghostface

Killah featuring Ruff Endz track
Love Session.
Ginuwine
contributes a cut of his typical
groovy slow jams that has become
his staple.
B2K, the newest in teenybopper
boy band heartthrobs contributes a
romantic pop tune in Baby Girl,
that is symbolic of the album on
the whole: smoothe but lacking
soul. Like most.compilation
soundtracks. Barbershop is filled
with a solid sound that tends to
bleed together into one continuous
song.
As long as you aren't expecting
any groundbreaking sounds to
infiltrate your ears while listening,
this soundtrack fulfills its duties
with a couple of pleasant surprises
along the way to bob your head to.
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Unstable:
"No
More
Lies"
By Heather Hubbard
Staff Writer

Listening to Unstable's newest
album is like listening to
someone tell a story of the love,
heartache and frustration they've
encountered growing up in this
crazy world. Perhaps that's why
"No More Lies" is so popular
among Southern California radio
stations and listeners already. Or
maybe it's because of the diverse
instrumental sound throughout
the entire album; no two songs
sound alike.
Whatever the reason,
Unstable's unique sound is
difficult to put into just one
category. There are softer ballads
such as "Anger. Lies and
Promises" which features
nothing but the amazing vocals
of singer/songwriter Joey
Chrisman and his acoustic guitar.
Then the band switches to a more
alternative rock sound with
"Letting Go" in which Josh
Newman shows of his impressive
drum skill.s with a variety of
diMcrcju bwaii. i.,.
;i;w;c
ate also sot»g,s.xV\ii*t caU be plaiced
in more of'a njclodraniatic gc.o'-^*
such as "Slam the Door" and
"Mistakes," both of which have
been popular requests on
numenius radio .stations.
"The Struggle," also a
favorite among fans, offers
insightful lyrics for those days
when you need to feel the pain
of what you're going through
rather than have someone try to
stwthe it. "I don't want to feel
better, I don't want to feel fine.
Nothing makes it easy, nothing
takes it off my mind." are w ords
probably everyone has related to
at one time or another.
xChrisman (guitarist and
singer for Unstable) wrote all
twelve tracks "No More Lies.*'
and continues to write more; he
has now written around forty
original songs. The band is
currently reorganizing and
seeking out a bass player that is
as passionate about music as they
are and who is willing to be
committed to a band that is on
their way to a record deal.
Chrisman and Newman's talent
as musicians is undeniable and
"No More Lies" is a perfect
example of the young men's
musical ability.

FhoU) by Lacex Wood
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e p t e m b e r 3 0 ~ ^^ctober 7

Monday^ Sep. 30

Wednesday, Oct. 2

Thursday, Oct. 3

student Union P'ograrr Board
vv "te' Quaner "Meeting
Sti^ent Union Board foom
4o.m. &p.n.

Kovi€ Night Lati "o Hen:3C«
Stud©"!
Worren's Reeou^c©
Center
Sp.rr. /p.Pi.

Resource Sympoaium
12p.m. - 1p.m.
Student Union Adult Ae-Enl'v
Center
k5253

Studemir^ion Graplx Arts

Bible
Student Union U"tM«rsily rcxsm
5p.m. - 6p.m.
spMsnsored by:
Stued es n '.he Bilbe

ASI Movie Night "Mr.

?lmB;TSA
Stiioent IJnks" Tve^'^a
*S932

Ba. C

niac:< '•Vednosday-ral Qusrter
Srudcs-'.T
a- ^ntio
ip.m. - /n.rr,
»pof?«aifca by •

ASI F"K-CB:/Cr»B Meeting
&udenl
a" Bosfd foom
ISs.m. - IZa.m.

/^can

5tenscti|faea. i'-! Tt-ie
Union rvE~rs Center C
?p:Tl. - 3p.Ti.
sponscred hy:
Shjde'^t Un a". Occs Cu'tura- Center

A^-y

PG13

ASF AcT:v-:ties Roard MeisS^ng
Student Union Board fopm
?p.n.-4p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 6

Tuesday, Oct. 1

Tm-S-tic i"lrl

r

Metro City Qi_-ch Servioes
Student Union isverita oe;^tef 33^
Ba.m. - Sp.m.

Allianoe

Lubos Ns a-' lipinu Geneia.^ Mlgs.
St>udent Unicn Board -aan
6p.m. - 9p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Hispanic Inventor needs Hispanic mkting student for research
into Hispanic product category. Call Gene Hernandez 760-7991991

Fraternities-Sororities'CIubs-Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at 888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfinder.com

People wanted to market U.S. products and services on and off
line, administrative support is free and commission checks are
issued monthly, www.quickinfo247.com/6370662/free

Get Green $600+/week on campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus reps. Top pay, flexible hours,
and free demo product Call Dan 949-544-4682

Get Green! On campus job marketing electric vehicles, top pay,
flexible hours. Enthusiastic/creative people Call Dan 949-4553154.

Great weight loss plan! Send $2 self-addressed stamped envelope
to P.O. Box 254 Mt. Vernon, VA 22121

Monday, Oct. 7
"Studies in the Stble"
Student Union baa'd roarr
5p.m. - 6p.m.
&po"s;9'ed by:
l^udies in the Bible

Student Union Corner

x-Tl

Y<»«rA CoxMtoo AA.«sjk2

*^0 place an er^it in the Cerie^dar;
Btess brhg :r^Drire!icn to
SCLcent Ufiicr Gnpitics,
rsorrS-lU, call *2942,
ar e-mail to:
.$Cu

The Coy
ote
Chronicle
wants to
hear
from
YOU
Give us your
feedback.:
Call us at
(909) 880-5289,
E-mail us at
sbchron ©csusb.edu
or drop us a line
at UH-037

Movie Night-Latino Heritage
Student Union Women's
Resource Center
5p.m. - 7p.m.

Wednesday Oct. 2

ATTENTION STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM HAS
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS IN;
*Cust. Service/Sales
*Part Time/Full Time
*Flexible Schedules
*Intemships
*High Pay/Great Exp.
We will be accepting applications Monday, Sept 30th
and Monday Oct. 7th From 9am-2pm between
University Hall + Student Union.
www.workersforstudents.com

FAMILY DAY CARE
RAMIREZ
LICENSED DAY CARE
REFERENCES AVAILABLE

(909) 875-5802
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Curious Coyote:
Jesse Henderson
Op/Ed Editor

WHAT'S
IN
_ Who Let Veruca Salt
A
NAME?
in the White House?

"I want it now, daddy."
"I want the war. I want a big
war. I want missiles and ground
troops. Secret agents in black suits.
Give it to me. NOWWWWf"
"I want the world. I want the
whole world. I want to lock it all
up in my pocket. It's my world so
fuck it. And I want it
NOWWWWWWWWW!"
. Whoa there, Veruca Bash you
are going to have to be patient.
According to a recent CBS news
poll the majority of Americans are
in favor of waiting for international
support before going to war.
Perhaps some explanation is
needed as to why we are here on
the brink of war and if it is even a
wise choice could be in order.
Hmmmm.
British Imperialists drew the
lines of present Iraqi borders in the
1920's. Not recognizing the
Sunnis, Shiites, and the Kurds
differences, the countries were
drawn with ignorance to the
cultures that inhabited the area,
and this has led to conflict between
the rival factions living within the
same boundaries.Saddam Hussein
rose to power out of this chaotic
situation in the 60's and 70's when
a handful of strongmen competed
to take control of Iraq. Hussein
--became president of Iraq in 1979,
already adorable he just waited fpr^
the rest of the world to come to the
same conclusion.
Within a year, Saddam
became a catalyst starting the Iraq
/Iran war. In a recent Newsweek
article titled "How Saddam
Happened" two reporters try to
piece together American relations
to Saddam and his connection to
our current Defense secretary
Donald Rumsfeld, who was sent
to meet Saddam in 1983 on a
special envoy. "From the
beginning, U.S. officials worried
about Saddam's taste for nasty
weaponry; indeed, at their meeting
in 1983, Rumsfeld warned that
Saddam's use of chemical
weapons might "inhibit" American
assistance. But top officials in the
Reagan administration saw
Saddam as a useful surrogate. By
going to war with Iran, he could
bleed the radical mullahs who had
seized control of Iran from the proAmerican shah."
Newsweek uncovered how
America aided Saddam to continue
his brutal agenda. "According to
confidential
Commerce
Department
export-control
documents
obtained
by
NEWSWEEK, the shopping list
included a computerized database
for Saddam's Interior Ministry
(presumably to help keep track of
political opponents); helicopters to
transport Iraqi officials; television
cameras for "video surveillance
applications"; chemical-analysis
equipment for the Iraq Atomic
Energy Commission (lAEC), and.

to-face with a W.Va. State.
Christy Lochrie
Trooper.
My crime? i I wanted a
^
Staff Writer
license
to drive in wild, :
,v
What's in a name? Seems
wonderful
West-by-God :
V'that question kept Billy
Virginia.
Shakespeare (William to the
Like the good native
formal crowd) up at night.
women, my new-husband
Romeo and Juliet, after all, found
escorted me to the Division of'
coupling impossible in the throes: t Motor Vehicles. I passed the test'
: of warring surnames. "WhM's in ; - on the fimt try - and I didn't
a name?"Juliet queried her lover. even bat ray eyesasking for help.
'That which we call a rose by any Was that my first ^mistake?
other name would smell as Maybe.
Proudly filling out the
sw^t," she insisted.
Hmmm. Not everyone application, i explained to the ;
shares Juliet's heart-felt stiff-shouldered trooper I'd like
ponderings. Can anyone, after to keep my maiden name and,
' all, mention Thomas Crapper, perhaps, hyphenate it with my
yes the name behind the toilet, husband's. Head down, the«
: and think his name smells sweet? tropper shifted his weight,
There, a rose by any other name adjusted his weapon belt and
might be potty.
inched his eyes slowly
And so it s^ms for many As he narrowed his eyes into a,o.
lltusiralion by Jesse Henderson
women. Come Oct. 7, my name squint, I got the feeling he'd
Veruca Bush and her friends in the chocolate factory
te changes. Nope, I'm not getting watched one too many ."Dirty?^
^ married. That rose had its thorns. Hairy" movies.
most
unsettling, numerous violations; and three more times
After what seemed like an'
If Rather, time to undo an "I do."
shipments of "bacteria/fungi/ in 1998, calling Iraq's behavior
eternity,
he parted his lips to
^ And the requisite name change;
protozoa" to the lAEC. According totally unacceptable. And in
A decade ago, shortly after
to former officials, the bacteria 1999, the demand was renewed
[iny "I do," I found in>^If faces
cultures could be used to make yet again."
biological weapons, including
"I want it now, daddy." Oh
anthrax. The State Department also Veruca. Focus. Patience
approved the shipment of 1.5 Here we are in the midst of a
million atropine injectors, for use seemingly endless war on terror,
against the effects of chemical and with a feeling of expediency,
weapons, but the Pentagon blocked the Bu^ a^inistration pushes
the sale. The helicopters, some toward the expansive idea of
American officials later surmised, widening the war to tip over
"Sadddni s regime wtiile we are at
iiniynn .flx
it. I just thought we^wei;^ goine
the Kurds."
University Hall, UH037
Office; 880-5289
Since the Gulf War, Iraq has to try ffniTfinH "Qtose that were
5500 University Parkway
Advertising; 880-5297
lost our support and has become a directly responsible for 3,000
San
Bernardino,
CA
92407
" Fax; 880-:700r1
familiar enemy. Despite attempts by dead Americans on 9/11. Now it
E-mail: sbchron@mail.csusb.edu
UN inspectors and UN resolutions, seems as though the Bush
Saddam has remained in power and administration would have us
Check out the Chronicle online:
deceptive. A UN resolution to force believe Bin Laden - Saddam are
http://chronicle.csush.edu
Iraq to inspections of all facilities the same person, and a war
Staff Writers:dos\\ua Burnett, Yazmin Alvarez,
has brought little satisfaction to without an end is perfectly
Audrey Burrows, Brian Short, Youree Martin,
concerned parties. Sorne feel as acceptable. Furthermore, we
Keishawnda Green, Desiree Hunter, Christy
though Saddam has fooled them. should go to war with the
Lochrie,
Heather Hubbard, Lily Choi, Jamaal
According to a story in the New 'emerging threat' known as
Washington,
Morgan Melendez, Jason Kauffin,
York Times last week Bush made Saddam because he might have a
Billy Osuna
sure school children in Tennessee nuclear weapon in a few years.
this month knew that "We won't be So we are faced with a
Jake Zylman
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contradiction, we fight for peace
fooled again."
Mathew Taylor
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In his remarks to the UN like a dove with a machine gun.
Karia
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"Great nations persevere and
general assembly this month, Bush
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through with more UN Inspections, from one unfinished task to
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inspectors
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inspectors
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ceasing Saddam Hussein in a timely
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Security Council twice renewed its You aren't trying to politicize a
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No. 1 'Yotes seek road less traveled
By Kermit R. Boyd
Sports Editor

Cal State San Bernardino
•^^women's volleyball team is off to
an impressive 12-0 start but staying
undefeated for the rest of the season
is not their primary task.
The Coyotes would like to
match last season's feats, which
included a spot in the nation's top
10, a No.l ranking in the Pacific
Region, and attainment of the teams
first-ever conference title.
The Coyotes prime goal is to
continue and possibly form an
echelon of superiority.
That would encompass two
consecutive California Collegiate
Athletic Association titles and a
- potential regional title, which
would land them in the NCAA Elite
' Eight Tournament plus a shot at the
national title.
According to 12-year head
coach Kim Chemiss,
" Our emphasis is not on
staying undefeated, and if that
happens that is great, blit our
emphasis is on trying to repeat as
conference champions and that
really is our teams number one goal
this season."
Staying undefeated this season
may not be their most important
objective, bu^he-'-Ybtes undefeated
is what has them ranked
No.l by the American Volleyball
rAarhes Association (AVCA).
The task in 2002, seems s\mp\<i

Photo by Robert Whitehead
Women's volleyball celebrate recent victory and remain atop the National and Regional rankings.

team chemistry that features five
returning starters that are all battle
tested.
In addition, the squad has
added several newcomers who are
expected to become intricate parts
to this season's team success.
'These kids are of the mindset
that we have been through the war
two years in a row, we have seen
the battle field and we are ready to
go back in it, we're not infallible,
but we're battle tested," Chemiss

The Coyotes will have a threeUC San Diegb^who are the game homestand from Oct,^ to
defending
Pacific
Region Oct. 5 against Cal Poly Pomona, '
champions and ranked No.9, as San Francisco State, and Sonoma
well as Cal State Bakersll^d,. and State.
Nb.23 ranked Cal State L.A.
As head coach Kim Chemiss
These teams along with guides her soldiers back to the
CSUSB will be the most improved battlefield and through the mindteams in the conference from 2001 fields of the CCAA conference,
and coach Chemissexpects the title there is still only one goal in mind
to be decided among these four
for coach Chemiss:
schools.
"When the season is done I
Perhaps what sets the Coyotes want to be the last team standing
apart from their opponents is their on top of the heap."

it's not for everyone,

but that's
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AVCA Division II
Coaches Top 20
(First-Place Votes)
1. CSUSB (30)
2. BYU-Hawai'i (4)
3. Minnesota-Duluth
4. South Dakota State (1)
5. Grand Valley State
B.Northern Colorado
7. West Texas A&M
8. North Alabama
9. UC San Diego
10. Western Washington
11. Nebraska-Kearney
12. Central Missouri State
13. North Florida
14. North Dakota State
15. Augustana, S.D.
16. Metro State
17. Northwood
18. Truman
19. University of Tampa
20. Barry
„

LEE-Bah-ro" is paying major dividends for 'Yotes

a

By Kermit R. Boyd
Sports Editor
There's a big change in the
rules of women's volleyball in
2002. Last year the NCAA
introduced rally scoring and
each serve resulted in a point,
and in addition sideouts were
eliminated.
This season, the NCAA
has inserted the "libero"
pbsitioir;^
how do you pronounce it?
back-row player, intended to be
used as a ball-control specialist.
"The libero is an important
role because she is someone
who we defensively rely on
quite a bit and she is doing a
great job," said head coach
Kim Chemiss.
The libero is allowed to
replace any player in the back
row without counting as a

substitution. There is no limit to
the number of libero replacements
a team is allowed. The pronuncia
tion is "Lee-bah-ro."
The libero plays only in the
back row, may not serve, block or
attempt to block. They aren't
allowed to attack the ball if
contact is made while the ball is
completely above the height of the
net. A teammate cannot attack a
^completely above thg^
fieightoi
the ball to from the attack zone.
Furthermore, the color of the
libero's uniform must contrast
from the color of her teammates'
uniforms and the libero must also
were a legal number.
For the CSUSB women's
volleyball, the libero has proven
to be a vital asset and an important
defensive component.
Junior co-captain Erika
Williams is currently designated

Erika Williams is Jlouirshiag ai the.
_fiew."Mbero" position while aiding

^i^^amioNo^tranki^insi^

""AVCA:' "

as the Coyotes libero and is
leading her team in digs in 2002
season.
Williams enjoys the new
position which comes from her
love for defense and takes pride
in controlling balls that oppo
nents think are possible scores.
The Coyotes are particularly
happy with Williams' fulfillment
at libero.

Lady harriers keep pace with top competition
Cross Country run
ners post back-toback solid perfor
mances at Fresno St.
and UC Riverside
Invites
By Kermit R. Boyd
Sports Editor

In Army ROTC you'll push youreelf. Test your limits. And in
the process, learn how to think on your feet and be a good
leader. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for an
Army ROTC cJass. Because you're not just like "everyone"

A R M Y ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.
Special Full Tuition Paid Scholarships Available!
Call (909) 621-8102 for more information!

The cross country team has
started off out of the blocks early
under 13-h'ead coach Tom
Burleson.
At the University of Riverside,
freshman sensation Tanya
Zeferjahn led the Division II-III
NAIA 5,000 meter race through the
early stages and wound up sixth in
a field of 147 runners in an excel
lent time of 19:41.
Teammate Hannah Knight
was 14th and Katie Pederson was
31st.
The Coyotes would up sev
enth in a 4-team field and finished

Photo by Robert Whitehead
Coyote runners jump out to a strong start at the Univesrity of Riverside
Invitational and finished in seventh place in a four team field.

just behind perennial CCAA power
UC San Diego and ahead of CCAA
members Cal Poly Pomona and Cal
State Dominguez Hills.
The Coyotes will be running
in the Cal Poly Pomona Bronco in
vitational on Oct. 5 at Prado Park
in Chino.

Furthermore, the 'Yotes placed
fourth in the University of San Di
ego invitational and thier highest
place individually was fourth place.
In the Fresno State invitatonal
the Coyotes ranked ninth as a team
and fourteen was their top indi
vidual.
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Men's soccer season heading in right direction
With a top 25 Na
tional ranking, the
'Yotes appear to
have a solid grip on
their opponents.
By Brian C. Short
StajfV/riter
The men's soccer team has
made major improvements over the
past three years since Christian
Johnson's first year as head coach.
He inherited a team that fin
ished 1-18-1 overall, 0-13-1. He
went out and recruited a lot of
young talent and it paid off imme
diately because last season as sec
ond year as head coach, his team
had a 9-10-1 record, 4-9-1 in the
CCAA despite playing most fresh
men and sophomore last year.
This season's talented players
such as sophomore midfielders
David McConnell and Barry Steele
and sophomore forward Jason
Koza, have helped the men's soc
cer team to an impressive record of
6-1-1 overall and 3-1-1 in the
CCAA.
• Even though his team is filled
with great individual stars. Coach
Johnson feels like diis year's suc
cess has been a team. "We are not

Photo by Robert Whitehead
Junior Brandon DeVaughn goes for the header during the Coyotes game
against UC San Diego at the Coyote soccer field. The Coyotes won the matchup
which featured last year's CCAA coi\ference_ champions.

the biggest team, but we have great are junior midfielder who trans
ferred from Cal Baptist. Matt
team speed."
Currently the men's soccer Stevenson junior forward also
team is ranked number sixteen transferred from Cal Baptist.
overall in division two competion. Kameron Hart, freshmen forward
Coach Johnson said. The experi from Alta Loma High School and
ence our young players were able Robert McAninch, sophomore
to get last year really has helped us goalkeeper also transferred from
play well this year despite playing Cal Baptist.
The men's soccer opened the
the toughest conference in the
season on August 30,2002 at home
country."
Before this season started against Vanguard University and
Coach Johnson and his soccer team rallied to win the game 2-1 after
held very high expectations and trailing 1-0 in the first half, on a late
thus far, they've been able to fulfill Barry Steele from David
them and more. Coach Johnson McDonnell with a perfect pass
said, "Last season we basically had goal. The men's team remained
a .500 team with freshmen and undefeated and had one tie over
sophomores and we feel this year their next five games and shutout
since they've matured that we can their opponents in four of those five
compete for the conference cham games.
Their only loss they've suf
pionship." We are much better and
have a new-defense plus a solid fered, thus far was to Cal State
Dominguez Hills. They were the
back four."
Coach Johnson feels this number three-ranked team in ^
year's team is more mature and is country without David McConnell,
very impressed with their progress who was out due to a sprain ankle.
on and off the field, especially in They actually held the early lead 10 on a blast to the far corner at the
the classroom.
Key Players that the men's 22nd minute by sophomore Jason
team lost this year were midfielder, ' Koza, but couldn't hold on to it as
Travis Miller who was their lead - the Toros answered with two goals
ing scorer last season, with six goals in-the second half to win 3-1. A 3-2
and one assist and three game-win- win against Cal State Los Angeles
ning goals. Defender Adam at home was the 22nd has the men's
Canfield anchored the left side back team back on the winning track and
hopefully they~cairk«ec_this train
row defense.
This season's key newcomers rolling.

oyotesj^ave plenty
ammunition but lack aim
By Brian C. Short
Staff Writer

Photo By Kermit R. Boyd/ Chronicle
Assistant coach Noah Kooiman (kneeling), watches as head coach Christian
Johnson instructs the lady squad.
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Soccer head coach Christian
Johnson and the lady yotes came
into this season with high expecta
tions.
Five starters returned from last
year's team.
Thus far they've struggled out
of the gate with a 2-6 record over
all, 1-4 in the CCAA.
When asked about his team's
slow start. Coach Johnson said,
"We're a good team and we have
outplayed and out shot our oppo
nents, but we just haven't capital
ized on goal opportunities.
Coach Johnson is very opti
mistic about his team. He states that
the 2002 team is the most talented
in three years. "Our team unity is
very good and we've had no prob
lems."
Despite their struggles on of
fense Coach Johnson states this
team has strength in goal scoring.
The lady yotes did lose some key
players from last year.
These included Lisa Ament,
midfielder, who was All-CCAA
first team and All-West Region first
team. She was also their lead scorer'
in 2001 with 28 points (11 goals, 6
assists).
Defender, Caroline Myers was
second team All-CCAA. Kathleen
Razor, goalkeeper, had four shut
outs in 2001 and shared in another.

Photo by Kermit R. Boyd/ Chronicle
After a disappointing start, the ' Yotes look to capitalize on their scoring
opportunities and on field talent, which includes midfielder Kayla Humphries.-

Coach Johnson says fans
should look out for Michelle Lopez,
number three scorer in 2001 with
16 points as a freshman. Amber
Cappello, sophomore midfielder,
scored eight points as a freshman.
Rebecca Blumfield and Roxanne
Escatel, gave the lady yotes two
solid aggressive defenders on de
fense.
The Lady Yotes started the sea
son August 30, 2002 against Van
guard University, which they won
by the final score of 3-0. Sopho
more forward led the Vote attack
with two goals. Over the next three
games combined, the yote offense
only managed three goals in home

defeats to Point Loma Nazarene,
Westmont College, UC San Diego.
The Lady Yotes were able to claw
their way to victory the following
week with a game-winning goal in
double overtime by junior forward
Tommy Hart.
The Lady Yotes suffered three
consecutive one-goal losses to
league rivals Cal Poly Pomona, Cal
State Dominguez Hills, and Cal
State Los Angeles.
The Lady Yotes will look to get
back on the winning track, but
they'll have a challenge on their
hands because their next home
game won't be until October 11
against UC Davis.
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-name Continued from
Page 13

-Robinson Continued
from Page 1

explains, just hit a high with the
unfurl a deliberate Southern
drawl. "We don't do that in this university's new Inland California
With
sate, little lady," he said. Glancing Television Network.
to my new husband proved programming scheduled to begin
fruitless. He shuffled his feet and early next year, the channel will
looked away. Feeling as if I'd just broadcast Inland Empire news, to
walked into Jean-Paul Sartre's "No 13 San Bernardino County cities,
Exit," I knew I was cornered. After Robinson said.
"It's vital to have someone with
22 years of answering to Christy
Lochrie, my Scottish heritage Sid's expertise and knowledge,"
would no longer match my eyes. said CSUSB President, Albert
Instantly, I was claimed a German Kamig. Two graphic artists, four
writers and administrative support
Selter.
Egyptian lore thought a name round out Robinson's roster. "He'll
spoken after death would usher in bring innovation in promoting the
immortality. This quarter, I heard university, which will be especially
Lochrie roll called for thefirst time valuable in this time of state budget
in ten years. But, I admit, I might uncertainty," said Karnig.
not have been as eager to raise my
hand had I been Christy Crapper.
That name, I might have flushed for
eternity.
take part in this event".
In an effort to better educate
school children on the California
Native American, the San Manuel
their academic classes.
Tribal Unity has created CD-ROMs
The new university apartments
and built websites to help bring the
feature studio style suites, two and history, and culture into the
four bedroom apartments complete classroom.
with bathroom and kitchen. The
Native American Day is
project, which took a year to celebrated on the Fourth Friday of
complete, cost 16 million dollars.
September. For more information
The Social and Behavioral on the tribes, cultures, and
Sciences building features new traditions of the California
computer labs, internet access and American
Indian
visit
additional classrooms, which took
www.nativeamericanday.com.
morethan-a-yearto complete, cost
million dollars these projects
were both headed up by the campus
mcicvi,..
WvUiam Shum.
father figure made me not want to
Two new oraiects are currently be apart of this world." Juan feels
addition to the in the Hispanic culture as well as
Biological Sciences building and a any culture, having a
renovation of the existing model in the.home could be
Biological Sciences fagij^
-Considered a vital part of
^^JWith all this fasti' '
determining a child's success. He
''^^midents need not worry about an says, " Luckily for me, I was
increase in tuition because funds blessed to have a strong mother
were raised by a statewide bond who has supported my every moves
initiative. The state of California and have encouraged me to fulfil!
even has a proposition in the works my fantasy of becoming a
to free up more funds to upgrade professional teacher."
state schools.
Unlike some, Juan did not grow up
Students feel good about the with all the finer material things life
recent improvements,
has to offer. At times he was teased
"I'm glad they're finally done
by
so called friends. He said, " I
with the construction, it used to be
a real hassle if you had to go, from remember in 6th grade my mom
the physical sciences building to would always buy my pro-wings in
somewhere
like
the
art which my friends would make fun
department," said Zach Freeman, a
of. Being told as a child that he
23 year old junior and geology
woultf never amount to nothing and
major.
making that out to be a lie, has
made Juan an inspiration to the
youth
of
his
childhood
neighborhood.
Friends can
faster, he said.
sometimes be considered a support
The Cal State system took over in the road to succeeding. In Juan's
operations of summer sessions interview he gave a special thanks
from the College of Extended to few friends who were there for
Learning in 2000. Now the cost for him along the way. "Phillip
summer school is substantially Martinez. Richard Garcia, and
cheaper, which is another reason Ciprino Martinez, are all my side
why more students are attending, kicks and without them I wouldn't
Moran said.
have a social life," said Juan.
"Summer school is a way for
Juan has dreams of oneday
students to finish their degrees becoming a 5th grade teacher at
sooner than later," he said. "And, Lytle Creek elementary. He also
there's more parking in the has goals of someday becoming a
summer."
principle. His overall dream is to
become the superintendent of
schools for the San Bernardino
Dont forget to check out
district. " Once I start making big
the chronicle online:
money as a professional, I will buy
my mom a brand new house
http://chronicle.csusb.edu
because she deserves it," said Luna.
Within 5 years, this highly

motivated young man expects to be
married with a good job. When
asked if he wanted to have children,
he responded," I would like to have
4 kids, but no daughters."
Many people fail to find out what
motivates them to push toward
success. Unlike the many who
make this big mistake, Juan figured
it out at an early age and has not
given up yet. He is encouragement
to many. Juan shows, there is no
such thing as perfection, but there
is no harm in trying to pursue
excellence. He sets the standard
you can do anything you put your
mind to doing. His advice for the
youth pursuing excellence is to find
out what drives them to do good in
school. Education is the key. He
says," Experience it all before it's
too late. Ifthe opportunity is right,
take it."

more Campus Construction Pictures

- People Continued from
Page 4 - Spider man Continued
from Page 4
- Construction Contin
We ordered 40 large pizzas, and
ued from Page 1

- Juan Luna Continued
from Page 4

-Summer Continued
from Page 1

about $68 worthof beverages for
the event tonight." Even with all
thepreparation the ASI put into the
event, there werestill more people
than expected which,
unfortunately,ended up with a few
thirsty throats and growling
stomachs.
'
Each movie that will be shown
on movie nights, Luna has been
responsible for choosing. Luna
explained that he chedcs the box
office ratings of each movie,
andtries to get as many
blockbusters out to our events
center for our campus members to
enj
^^^^he would

Nights? "Students can
definitely choose movies by getting
in touch with me."says Luna " One
student came up to me and said he
wanted to see "A Beautiful Mind"
shown on Movie Night.and I found
a way to get the movie here." Juan
Lunacan be reached at the ASI
office located in theStudent Union
for suggestions or questions.
The ASI Members who were
what Luna labeled his "backbone"
in the event's smooth transitions
were:Jenny Olivera, Steve Shelton,
Ezekiel Bonillas,
Claudia Estrada, Laura Cline, and
ASI's Executive President, Erik
Fallis. It is important to point out
that although this last Movie Night
was shown on a Tuesday night.
Movie Nights throughout the
quarter will be on Wednesday
nights at 7:30 p.m. in the Events
Center of the Student Union. The
following lists in order the movies
that will be playing each
Wednesday for the rest of the
quarter:
"Mr. Deeds"
"The Bourne Identity"
"Signs"
"Men in Black 11"
"8-Legged Freaks"
"Road to Perdition"

Would you like to get
involved in school?
Write for the Coyote
Chronicle. Contact us in
UH-037 or call x5289

All photos Audrey Burrows/Chronicle
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